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The design concepts for the PENTHOUSE 12-I model residence at The Residences at W Hollywood, including all loose furnishings and certain
fixtures and finishes, were entirely conceived by econnect grp., dba PUREST BLISS INC. Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc., W® Hotels
and Resorts and their affiliates were not involved in developing the design concepts or selecting such furnishings, fixtures and finishes for the
unit and make no representations that they are consistent with the image, quality, design standards and expectations of the W Brand.
W Hollywood is a HEI/GC Hollywood and Vine, LLC project. The Residences at W Hollywood are not owned, developed or sold by Starwood
Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc. or its affiliates. HEI/GC Hollywood and Vine, LLC, a joint venture between Gatehouse Capital Corporation and
HEI Hotels and Resorts, LLC, uses the W® trademarks and trade names under a license from Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide, Inc. This
is not an offer to sell or solicitation of offers to buy, nor is any offer or solicitation made where prohibited by law. Equal housing opportunity.

Manifesto
This is my home, this is my salvation, this is my sanctuary.
And there is no other quite like it.
This one’s mine, but I will share. From here I can see the sky, ocean,
history and humanity, I adore the Earth and respect her gifts,
but have made no compromises.
I am a new breed of urbanite who believes that luxe and eco
can live harmoniously under one roof.
This is my home.

Green+Vine
Exclusively for The Residences at W Hollywood
Produced and co-designed by Nicole Landers of econnect grp.
Co-designed by Kelly Van Patter of Van Patter Design
Branding and web design by Eric Stein of Witness

The Story
econnect grp. and Van Patter Design bring a new vision of eco-luxury living to the
heart of Hollywood: GREEN+VINE, created exclusively for The Residences at W
Hollywood. GREEN+VINE was born from the The Residences at W Hollywood’s
vaunted Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED® ) certification,
the largest to date in Southern California. Perched twelve floors high above the
corner of Hollywood and Vine, the one bedroom residence enjoys inspired
south facing views, making “green”, breathless. This eco haven combines
urban loft sensibilities with an environmental theme that primarily utilizes local
(from within a 500-mile radius) eco-manufacturers and artisans – qualifications
compliant for LEED® regional materials.
Topping the list of our eco-urban luxe collaboration is Cisco Home, an eco
furniture designer; todosomething, artisans with a purpose; a new outdoor
lifestyle line, HOM Escape in Style by Cisco Brothers; and LED HD flat screens
from LG. To organize the space we incorporated The Container Store’s sustainable
selections, Royal-Pedic’s organic mattress, and Union Eighteen’s floor coverings
made from recycled carpet remnants. Also featured in our urban sanctuary is
Animavi’s new concept in refined, urban lounging, as well as exterior foliage
design by Inner Gardens. You’ll find these and countless other uncommon
offerings in this sanctuary amidst the clouds. Witness, our branding partner,
developed the brand concept for this eco-luxe, urban home — GREEN+VINE.
A portion of the proceeds from the sale of this residential unit will be going to Global
Green USA, a 501c3.

The Team
econnect grp., based in Southern CA, was
founded in 2008 by Nicole Landers and Kevin
Krohner. We are sustainability professionals
dedicated to providing public and private entities with successful strategies for
lessening their carbon footprint. Utilizing the LEED®green building certification
program as well as representing a variety of eco friendly products, we market
solutions directly to both commercial & residential clients, showing how sustainability
benefits their bottom line.
econnect grp. is devoted to aiding both businesses and individuals in becoming
more environmentally conscious. By encouraging change as well as providing
the means to make positive transformations, we have successfully guided our
clients down the path to “going green” in every aspect of life and business.
Clients include, PUNCHouse Project 234 Net Zero & LEED® for Homes Santa
Monica Residence, NEXT Generation LEED® for Homes 1st Estate in Southern CA
Malibu Residence, Discovery Network/Planet Green’s “Battle Ground Earth”
television show co-starring Tommy Lee & Ludacris, WIRED Living Home Project
Showcase Project for WIRED Magazine.
econnect's LEED®consultants are accredited, seasoned professionals and our
company is a National Member of the USGBC (United States Green Business
Council). econnectgrp.com
Nicole Landers, CEO of
is considered one of Los Angeles’ premier environmental
specialists. Firmly committed to being part of the solution,
she co-founded econnect to aid the environmental
community in changing locally to affect globally by
working with both commercial (schools, businesses,
hospitality, retail, restaurants) & residential clients by utilizing
the LEED® green building certification program.
Nicole has been dedicated to improving and preserving
our planet as well as world health and wellness for years. Her beliefs led her to
founding her own public relations firm, LANDERS PR, in 2002 and closed shop
in 2008. LANDERS PR was focused on working with environmental and socially
minded companies, business owners, and eco-events. Her work won her
recognition in such media as ABC News, E!, Access Hollywood, E! Online, The
Tyra Banks Show, Ellen, The Insider, US Weekly, ecorazzi.com, Organic Authority
and Reuters, amongst many others outlets.
Past projects include being an eco advisor for Discovery Network/Planet
Green’s “Battle Ground Earth” co-starring Tommy Lee & Ludacris, as well as
consulting on the the WIRED Living Home Project for WIRED Magazine. Nicole’s
past marketing expertise led her to work on two award winning environmental
documentaries, “FUEL” which she aided to win Sundance Film Festival in 2008 &
the Warner Bros/Tree Media Documentary, "The11th Hour", with their grassroots
(continued)
campaign and eco-premiere event.

(Landers, continued)

Nicole is accredited by ‘Energy Star’ Home Performance for the State of
California. She also serves as a board member of Opportunity Green, a
sustainable business-to-business conference and enterprise, as well as on the
Los Angeles Committee for Global Green USA, a non-profit dedicated to the
environment. Nicole is also contributor for CocoEcoMag,com and a spokesperson
for Earth Friendly eco-cleaning Products.

Kelly van Patter, Founder/President
Award-winning Production Designer/Interior Designer,
Kelly Van Patter has made it her goal to make all
design projects as green, low-impact and healthy as
possible. Kelly has been designing for television as
well as commercial and residential projects for over
20 years. She founded Van Patter Design in 1999 and
has been committed to trying to make a difference
and be environmentally minded ever since. As
Production Designer, Van Patter created the look for the first five seasons of
“Survivor”, as well as the first five seasons of “The Apprentice” with Donald
Trump and one season with Martha Stewart. She went on to design Martha
Stewart's first KB Home model home park in Cary, North Carolina as well a
commercial project for Donald Trump.
Kelly’s work has been featured in many magazines, most recently California
Home and Design and House Beautiful, as well as Interior Design, Architectural
Digest, In-Touch and many more. She has also been featured on “Alter-Eco”,
“Greenovate” and was an on-camera designer for VH1’s “Rock The House”.
Van Patter is also the owner and founder of Kellygreen Home, a green
lifestyle boutique in Los Angeles, where one can shop for sustainable, fairlytraded, recycled, repurposed and reclaimed products that are “high
design, low impact”. VanPatterDesign.com

Witness
Eric Stein, Founder, Managing Partner
A boutique with national reach, Witness is primarily
dedicated to branding and marketing socially
responsible and eco-friendly organizations, including
hotel and hospitality, national trade publications,
financial services, philanthropic organizations and
lighting products.
Witness attempts to identify how brands should
behave in culture and treats “media” as any space between an idea and its
audience. The Witness portfolio contains work across all media channels that
have garnered both national and international accolades. ThisIsWitness.com

eco partners

(in alphabetical order)

Industrial waste and empty water bottles today, sleek, sophisticated
lounge chair tomorrow. The Club Chair and Ottoman by Animavi
is an authentic patented design, manufactured in Los Angeles.
Available in Luxe or Standard sustainable upholstery options, it
utilizes 80% recycled content stainless steel, 80% recycled content
plastic seat form, soy-based foam and Greenguard-certified
solvent-free glue. Animavi.com

These pillows are hand printed using water-based inks on 100%
linen. The prints are made in Rhode Island and sewn in Fall River,
Massachusetts. The eco-friendly insert is made of recycled soda
pop bottles. Balanced-Design.com

Since its inception, the BODUM® French Press system has led
the industry as one of the “greenest” methods for brewing coffee.
A company lowering its carbon footprint by implementing sustainable
manufacturing processes, BODUM follows the motto of “Make
Taste, Not Waste.” Bodum.com

Since the day Bourgeois Bohème opened in 2002, our goal has
been to offer our clients an array of home and garden furnishings
as well as lighting that keep to our namesake — affluent yet
unconventional. We have created an industrial inspired chandelier
with eight arms. This steel fixture has been designed by Kelly Van
Patter. Bobo-Antiques.com

C2 is synonymous with superior service, offering an unlimited lowVOC palette that reaches colorspace previously unreachable by
low-VOCs. C2 Paint product lines consistently deliver optimum
performance, and are setting the industry standards with an edited
palette created by their 16-colorant European tinting system.
C2Paint.com

Chronicle Books is an independent publisher of distinctive books
and gifts. Based in San Francisco since 1967, we see things
differently. We design books that make you look twice and think
twice, objects that delight and inspire, and products that are
instantly recognizable for their spirit and creativity.
ChronicleBooks.com

Cisco Home is the leader in creating sustainable furniture and
healthy living environments. Through the use of natural materials
such as FSC Certified and reclaimed hardwoods (SW-COC002039), Pure Natural Latex, Organic Cotton, Certified Organic
Eco Wool™ and fabrics washed in environmentally friendly
detergents, we are ensuring wellness for generations to come.
Handcrafted in LA since 1990. CiscoHome.net

eco partners
For well over a decade now, Cleveland Art has been at the forefront
of vintage and recycled industrial design. In keeping with this
tradition, Cleveland Art uses steel, wood, and glass to manufacture
selected lines of furniture, lighting, and retail display for clients
throughout the United States and abroad. A perfect example: the
Caster Rolling Shelves. ClevelandArt.com
Launched in October 2008 by Editor in Chief, Anna Griffin, Coco
Eco Magazine is the world's first eco-chic fashion, beauty and
celeb glossy, and in its environmental commitment is a digital-only
publication. Working with the globe's leading responsible fashion
and beauty pioneers, Coco Eco's mission is to reinvent living ecoconsciously as sophisticated, fun, and chic. CocoEcoMag.com
The Container Store has offered eco-friendly solutions for
decades and is committed to offering even more in the coming
years. We are proud of what we’ve done to build a sustainable
company, but we also know there’s more to do. You have our
promise that we will take our same passion for excellence and
improvement to create an even more sustainable economic future
for both The Container Store and our planet. ContainerStore.com
Earth Friendly Products, a family owned and operated company
for over 40 years, is the leader in the development and production
of environmentally friendly cleaning supplies for household and
commercial use. EFP sells the #1 green laundry detergent in the
world, ECOS, and has Wave, the only existing green pHneutral
phosphate-free auto dishwashing detergent. EFP only uses
replenishable and sustainable plant-based ingredients that are
safe for people, pets, and the planet. Ecos.com
With a focus on health and nurturing the environment, Green Nest
offers products for the home and baby that are not only upscale,
but also stylish- as reflected by these shredded rubber pillows and
Junior Air Purifier, to the stylish damask Birch Shower Curtain.
Founders and husband/wife team, Lisa & Ron Beres, are ecoexperts, authors and professional speakers who educate consumers
on how to live healthier, more fulfilling lives. GreenNest.com
Harry Barker has created whimsical, vintage inspired and ecofriendly pet products since 1997. All products are luxurious,
affordable, and 100% satisfaction guaranteed. Harry Barker’s
Hemp Striped Beds are extremely durable, naturally mildewresistant and offer eco-friendly comfort for man’s best friend.
HarryBarker.com
Heath Ceramics has been making tableware and tile in Sausalito
for over a half-century. Heath Los Angeles, a retail store and studio,
opened in December 2008. It continues our designer/maker
tradition as we grow our community of craft and design enthusiasts.
Heath LA carries our entire line of tile and dinnerware, as well as
complimentary home ware and accessories from like-minded
companies. HeathCeramics.com

eco partners
HOM Escape in Style™ is an eco-friendly outdoor lifestyle line
designed in partnership by KAA Design Group and Cisco Brothers.
The initial product line, created with sustainable materials and local
resources, consists of six beautifully-crafted pieces—including
tables, dining and lounge chairs—that are designed to be luxurious
yet durable for chic, relaxed outdoor living. HOMLifestyle.com
Leave a message, make a list, draw a kangaroo. Hudson Paint is
a small company producing paint in the Hudson Valley in NY. We
offer a line of low VOC 24 color chalkboard paint through the
Internet and in selected stores. Create your own interactive walls in
beautiful colors. Hudsonpaint.com
iGo, a leading provider of universal chargers and eco-friendly
power management devices, protects the environment by helping
consumers to use less energy. Whether we realize it or not,
electronics that are turned off but are plugged in continue to draw
energy. The new iGo Green Technology reduces standby, or vampire
power consumption by up to 85%. iGo.com
Inhabit modern graphic pillows are stylish, smart and bold. All their
pillows are hand-printed in the USA using environmentally friendly
inks and printed on fabrics that are made from recycled materials.
Delicious eco-friendly modern pillows. Yum:) InhabitLiving.com

Creating Beautiful Environments by Bringing Together Nature and
the Art of Ornament in your Home, Garden, and Workplace.
InnerGardens.com
Intelligent Nutrients, is a certified organic health and beauty brand
created by renowned environmentalist and Aveda founder, Horst
Rechelbacher. The award winning range includes: certified organic
skincare, certified organic aromas, certified organic hair care and
styling, certified organic lip balm, certified organic body cleanser,
internal/external certified organic seed oil and antioxidant boost –
Intellimune. This is the first phase of an entire lifestyle brand with
future products to include, body care, maternal/baby care, love
therapy, pet care and INvironmental products for the home.
IntelligentNutrients.com
Illuminating technology for a cooler planet. IOS Technologies has
a passion and the ability to source the finest LED Lighting
Systems on a global level. IOS is blazing the path necessary to
bring high quality LED lighting into the mainstream American market.
IOSLight.com
The Ceramic Speakers, designed by Joey Roth, are made from
materials more associated with sculpture than electronics. Each
piece is minimally finished, left to add its natural texture to the
design and become more beautiful with use. Their 4” full-range
drivers and Tripath amplifier create a sound that's warm, dry, and
detailed. JoeyRoth.com

eco partners
Our soil is perfect as a quality potting mix for outdoor containers
and raised planters, and excellent as a complete planting medium.
Rich in composted organic material, it promotes early and strong
root development. Contains kelp meal, bat guano, and worm castings.
KelloggGarden.com
Kellygreen Home is a green lifestyle boutique that offers a mix of
sustainable products for the home and everyday life. Located in
the Silverlake area of Los angeles, we try to provide our customers
with a unique shopping experience by offering items that are
recycled, reused, repurposed, fairly traded, or from companies
that are striving to make a difference, in order to keep in line with
our “High Design, Low Impact” tagline. We have a wide range of
products including pet supplies, organic baby gifts, books, cleaning
products, linens, jewelry, cards, building materials and many other
items, including design services. KellyGreenHome.com
KRISLYN design studio creates unique botanical sculptures and
curiosities. Each custom piece is made to compliment our client’s
aesthetic and surroundings. Our stacked leaf wall pieces are one
of a kind and made with reclaimed wood from the California forest
during fire clearings. The leaves are dyed using all vegetable
dyes. KrislynDesign.com
LG Electronics’ newest LED LCD HDTVs, the SL90 series,
combine a unique, seamless design using a single, edge-to-edge
panel of glass to create an HDTV that will turn heads whether it is
on or off. At only 1.15 inches thin, the SL90 highlights a sleek,
elegant design making it the perfect addition to any home
entertainment system. LGE.com

Live Wire Farm Timber hooks are made from Vermont hardwoods
too small to be used as part of the winter wood supply. Since no
two trees are ever the same, no two hooks are exactly alike. No
finish has been applied and none is needed when used indoors.
LiveWireFarm.com

MATTEO, a creative collaborative, designs, manufactures, markets,
and sells home fashions and apparel. Our Nirvana and Sanders
bedclothes were sewn right here in Los Angeles in a large workshop adjacent to our design studio; the constant circulation
between design and production yields a fertile creative environment
and unparalleled quality control. MatteoHome.com
Design is a passion and an evolution. At the Andrew Morgan
Collection, we approach design by combining modern and organic
influences. Our sumptuous pillows, throws, blankets, bed scarves,
bed wraps and accessories are all inspired by nature, culture and
travel and our deepest desire is to move, inspire and create a
luxurious and sensual environment that feeds the soul of those
who encounter our products. MorganCollection.com

eco partners
Naturally soft and luxurious, towels are more absorbent and faster
drying than ordinary cotton towels. They are created through a
unique process of spinning bamboo and organic cotton together to
produce a product that is inherently hypo-allergenic, anti-microbial,
mold and mildew resistant. Nandina.org

The NatureMill automatic composter takes the fuss out of composting.
A motor mixes and grinds the compost, while an air pump provides
optimal oxygen flow, and the air filter removes any trash odors.
Add food waste at any time, on any day. NatureMill.com

The Pitch stool explores a balance and celebration of precision
and imperfection by combining a machining process with
reclaimed wood. As the weathered and worn wood is shaped, the
beauty and character from the variation in color, material arrangement,
and signs of wear are exposed to produce a highly precise yet
imperfect design. While the overall form is consistent each piece
is individual. Nicolai-CB.com

At the forefront of American lighting design, Pablo's designs
exemplify an uncompromising devotion to simplicity and usefulness.
These LED task lamps fuse the highest technical sensibilities with
the most appropriate material pallet in a unique and precious
design that transforms any environment. PabloDesigns.com

Printed by hand on recyclable paper with water-based inks, Pen
Pencil Stencil wallpapers are eco friendly and VOC free.
PenPencilStencil.com

Dog lovers rejoice. Now there is an eco-friendly way to let your
dog out to potty, even when you are away from home. The Porch
Potty is made of recycled plastic, with a grass platform for dogs to
use on a patio or porch. Perfect for a condo or an apartment. It
makes potty time so close and convenient. PorchPotty.com

The Circle Pot was designed by The Garden Tarts at Potted, and
made locally using eco-friendly glazes. It can either be used as a
hanging pot or sits nicely on a surface. It is made to accommodate
most 4” plants. The Julius Pot is a Potted original; this glazed
ceramic container comes in two sizes and can be used indoors
or out. Pot-Ted.com

eco partners
Princeton Architectural Press publishes fine books on architecture,
design, photography, landscape and visual culture. Our books are
acclaimed for their strong and unique editorial vision, unrivaled
design sensibility, and high production values at affordable prices.
Let our books surprise and seduce you! PAPress.com

The Reclaimer is a green business providing historic old growth wood
removed painstakingly from century old structures or after a forest
fire. The Reclaimer’s large inventory of high grade beams; slabs
and lumber are used in original form or to create exceptional millworks,
like our one of a kind flooring. ReclaimedWoodProducts.com

We are a Toronto-based revolutionary lighting company which
engineers LED Lighting Systems for Architectural, Industrial,
Commercial, Residential and Landscape Applications, leading the
way by pairing formidable quality with sleek design elements.
Saving energy never looked so good! We also offer a DIY line of
products to create your own lighting design and installation systems.
Our team of designers and engineers can also work with you to
customize an installation, whether for a large- or small-scale
application. Revlite.com

Royal Pedic has been dedicated to promoting healthful sleep for
over 60 years. Through combining the finest organic and natural
materials from around the world with expert hand craftsmanship,
our mattresses have comforted film celebrities, Presidents of the
U.S., royalty and sports superstars. Royal-Pedic.com

Scout Regalia is a Los Angeles based design practice obsessed
with the design and fabrication of space, furniture, home products,
and graphic identities. As evidenced by the beautiful redwood
planters, the design studio established by Benjamin Luddy and
Makoto Mizutani is dedicated to supporting local fabricators in all
the work that is produced. ScoutRegalia.com

Semigood Design is a full service multi-disciplinary design studio
offering expertise in all things design. From hand crafted solid
wood furniture like our Rian Cantilever bar stools to graphic design
and illustration, our designers, artists, writers and animators aim to
create sustainable solutions that are creative and quality-driven.
We take craft seriously, not ourselves. Semigoods.com

SodaStream, the best green product of 2010, turns the water you
would drink (from the tap or filter) into delicious sparkling water or
soda in seconds-without batteries, electricity or mountains of bottles
and cans. By adding fizz directly into the water in reusable bottles
and adding our sodamix flavors, you can reduce the waste from
your beverages by 90 percent! SodaStreamUSA.com

eco partners
STRICTLY
REGIMENTAL

We specialize in water jet cutting, machining, welding, general
fabrication, plastic and woodworking. We offer elegant solutions to
unique problems and have done a lot of work prototyping and
designing solutions to 21st century problems. The coffee table
base and floating shelf are original designs by Kelly van Patter.
StrictlyRegimental.com
In this series of four skateboard decks, the natural material and
twin-kick design is emphasized by the botanical graphics of plants
converting to trees. Boards are engraved on FSC certified maple
and use water based epoxies. These boards are skateable. Designed
by Piotr Woronkowicz for Test Collective. TestCollective.com
From such crooked wood as that which man is made of, nothing
straight can be fashioned. —Immanuel Kant
Immanuel Bookcase. Materials: Reclaimed Maple previously
employed as floor joists in a Wisconsin tobacco warehouse, wax.
ToDoSomething.com
Union Eighteen is an Atlanta, GA based design studio founded by
husband and wife, Todd and Meg van der Kruik with a focus on
creating sustainable art and interior products. The duo's “RAW”
rugs, made from discarded manufacturing scrap, are designed in
collaboration with the client to suit their individual lifestyle needs
and are completely customizable in terms of size, shape, color and
texture. UnionEighteen.com
These antique educational plates show scientific accuracy and
artistic perfection. Originally designed for use in a classroom, they
nowadays make a unique and captivating contribution to any
décor. At voila!, we do not limit ourselves to a specific era in time
or medium of art. What truly binds our collection is the Love for the
exceptional and the exquisite. VoilaGallery.com
Wright and Field is your treasure chest for healthy products. One
of our Treasures is Ion Ways, a patented water system technology,
which not only cleanses the water but also restores pH Balance in
the body. Simply drinking Ion Ways Alkaline Ionized Water can
change your health right in your own home and preserve the
environment while saving money one bottle at a time.
IonWays.com/WrightAndField
Wire chair: An icon of Mid-Century modern, the Wire comes in
three finishes, chrome, matte black, or matte white, as well as in
two heights: dining and bar. It is made of a welded solid steel
frame with six cushion color options: black, white, red, green, gray,
and espresso. ZuoMod.com
Our Non-Profit Partner, Global Green USA – the American arm
of President Gorbachev’s Green Cross International – was founded
in 1993, and is a national leader in advocating for smart solutions
to climate change. For more than 15 years, Global Green has
helped green nearly $20 billion nationally in affordable housing,
school, and municipal building construction that saves energy,
reduces CO2 emissions, improves health, and creates green jobs.
GlobalGreen.org

THE CLOSET

SPECIAL THANKS

Ascension
Be Sweet
Bllack
Billabong
Calleen Cordero
Ciel
Citizen Eco-Watches
Deborah Lindquist
Eco Panda
Elena Garcia
Greenbees
Harveys
Kayu
Libertine
Mink Shoes
Noir
The North Circular
Okabashi
Pachacuti
Patagonia
Rebagz
Reco Jeans
Simple Shoes
Stewart & Brown
Trousers London

Nora C. Johnson
Kevin Krohner
Ashley Hasz
Scott Rynders
Elana Pianko
The Residences at
W Hollywood sales team—
Russ Filice, Maranda Blanton,
Jason Kitchens

Anna Griffin
Robert McWilliams
Lorena Fuentes
Lorena Ashby
Kimberly Parker
Sarah Fletcher
Parducci Vineyards
Ocean Vodka
Bissinger’s Handcrafted
Chocolatier
Stewart & Brown
Global Green USA
Coco de Mer
Good Life Bottles
Sarah Griffin Berns
The Green Garmento

CONTACT US
Nora Johnson
p: (310) 616-5055 ext. 707
e: njohnson@econnectgrp.com
www.EcoHollywoodResidence.com

www.econnectgrp.com
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